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In Brief
Cases
 ■ Minera Las Bambas SA v Glencore Queensland Ltd [2018] EWHC 286 (Comm), 21 February 2018, 

unrep. (Moulder J)
Litigation privilege—application to non-party

CPR r. 31.19(5). An application was made by the claimants to determine the question whether the defendant was entitled 
to assert litigation privilege where that right was said to arise out of proceedings to which they, the defendants, were not 
a party. The application arose from a dispute concerning obligations said to arise under a share purchase agreement, 
under which litigation commenced by the claimants in Peru was partially taken over by the defendants but still litigated 
in the claimants’ name i.e., the defendant remained a non-party to the Peru proceedings. Separate proceedings were 
commenced by the defendant in England and Wales, within which disclosure took place. The defendants asserted 
litigation privilege over 25 documents on the basis that the privilege arose in the context of the proceedings in Peru. 
Held, it is well-established that litigation privilege only applies in favour of a party to specific litigation. This is to provide 
that party with a secure zone of privacy to enable them to “seek evidence without being obliged to disclose the results 
to the other side”. A non-party cannot assert litigation privilege against a party over which it has control: Guinness Peat 
Properties Ltd v Fitzroy Robinson Partnership (1987) not followed. As such, the defendants could not assert litigation 
privilege over the documents in question. Furthermore, should it be the case—contrary to the judge’s primary finding—
that a non-party could assert privilege where it is in effective control of the litigation being carried out by a party, 
control over the party and the documents created for the proceedings wereneeded to found reliance on the privilege. 
In the present case, the documents over which privilege was being asserted were not created for use in the immediate 
proceedings but for use in other proceedings. As Moulder J put it (see paras.31–32):

“ [31] Counsel for the Defendants suggests that the fact that Slade LJ (sitting in the Court of Appeal [in Guinness 
Peat Properties Ltd v Fitzroy Robinson Partnership (1987)]) was willing to depart from a decision of the House 
of Lords in Jones because ‘the insurers will in all but name be the effective defendants to any proceedings’ meant 
that it formed part of the ratio of the decision of the Court of Appeal in Guinness Peat and it was, therefore, 
binding on me in this case in which the Defendants are  ‘in all but name’ a party to the Peruvian Proceedings. 
However, in my view it is not authority for the proposition that a person controlling litigation can assert litigation 
privilege against the party which it is controlling and who is the party to the proceedings. I accept the Claimants’ 
submission that it is an established principle that litigation privilege can only arise in favour of a person who is a 
party to the litigation in question and the policy underlying this is as stated in Hollander (12th edition para 18 – 
01) that a party should be free to seek evidence without being obliged to disclose the results to the other side. 
This rationale does not extend to a non-party. Accordingly, I find that any right to assert litigation privilege arising 
out of the Peruvian Proceedings is that of the Claimants as a party to those proceedings and, it is not open to the 
Defendants to assert such privilege against them.

[32] Even if I were wrong on that and it is open to the Defendants as a matter of principle to assert litigation 
privilege where it controls litigation of a party, the Defendants have not established on the authorities before 
me that a claim for litigation privilege could be maintained by the Defendants in these proceedings against the 
Claimants where the control which is being exercised is not over a party to these proceedings and in relation 
to documents created for use in these proceedings but in relation to documents created in relation to other 
proceedings to which the Defendants are not a party and I would have held that the claim for litigation privilege 
failed accordingly.”

Jones v Great Central Railway Co [1910] A.C. 4, HL, Guinness Peat Properties Ltd v Fitzroy Robinson Partnership 
[1987] 1 W.L.R. 1027, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at paras 31.10.2, 31.10.3.)

 ■ Nash v Ministry of Defence [2018] EWHC B4 (Costs), 22 February 2018, unrep. (Master Nagalingam)
Bill of costs—detailed assessment—no good reason to reduce budgeted costs hourly rate based on 
reduction of incurred costs hourly rate

CPR rr.3.15, 3.18 (pre- and post-SARPD revision in 2017) PD3E. A detailed assessment took place in respect of a 
claim for damages and loss arising from a fatal accident. A costs management order was in place and the post-April 
2013 proportionality test applied. The question arose whether a reduction in the hourly rate applicable to incurred 
costs was sufficient to amount to a good reason to depart from the budgeted, future costs such that the assessed hourly 
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rate be applied to retrospectively reduce the budgeted future costs. Held, the assessed hourly rate was not reduced. 
There was no basis to reduce it in respect of the budgeted costs on the basis of the hourly rates for the incurred costs 
having been reduced. Costs management orders are only made by the court if it accepts that the future budgeted 
costs are proportionate costs. As such, it made no difference in answering the question whether the costs budget was 
agreed in full or approved by the court subject to its revisions. All costs budgets have the same status. A challenge to 
the budgeted costs, as in this case, in effect seeks to go behind the costs management order, where there is no basis 
for saying there is a significant development in the case that would justify that being done. In seeking to persuade 
the court to do this, in respect of the hourly rates, in effect what was being suggested was that hourly rates should 
be treated as having an ‘elevated status’ over and above other elements of the budgeted costs. There was no basis to 
give them such a special status in the present case. As such, there was no basis to depart from the costs budget. As 
the Master put it (see paras 70–73):

“[70] A costs management order is only made in circumstances where the court finds that such an order is 
required to ensure the litigation can be conducted justly and at proportionate expense in accordance with the 
overriding objective. A costs management order has been made in this case, and no revisions were ever sought 
in respect of the same. No significant developments took place which would have warranted a revision to the 
budgets. The costs management order was made to allow a budget for future costs in each phase, taking into 
account various underlying details and the constituent elements of the claimed budget. The costs management 
order reflects the allowance of budgeted phase totals, with rates being nothing more than an underlying detail.

[71] Thus save for where hourly rates hold some special status in the setting of a budget and subsequent making 
of a costs management order, there is no good reason to depart from the budget for the budgeted (future) costs. 

[72] I find that hourly rates hold no special status in the making of a costs management order. 

[73] A proportionate total for each phase of budgeted (future) costs is set based on taking into account a variety 
of factors, including the incurred costs. A party therefore proceeds with certainty as to what is a proportionate 
future sum to spend per phase. That certainty is entirely eroded if hourly rates are then given a form of special 
status which requires rates to be assessed in the estimated phases of a bill of costs.”

See RNB v London Borough of Newham (2017) for an alternative approach. Harrison v University Hospitals Coventry 
& Warwickshire Hospital NHS Trust [2017] EWCA Civ 792; [2017] 1 W.L.R. 4456, CA, RNB v London Borough of 
Newham [2017] EWHC B15 (Costs), unrep., SCCO, SARPD Oil International Ltd v Addax Energy SA & Anr [2016] 
EWCA Civ 120; [2016] C.P. Rep. 24, CA ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at paras. 3.18.1–3.18.4.)

 ■ Bubbles & Wine Ltd v Lusha [2018] EWCA Civ 468, 14 March 2018, unrep. (Flaux and Leggatt LJJ)
Apparent Bias

A claim was pursued for the balance of money and subsequent losses said to have arisen under a building works 
contract. The trial was heard by a deputy district judge (DDJ). The claim succeeded. The defendant appealed on the 
grounds of actual or apparent bias by the DDJ. The appeal was dismissed. A further appeal was heard by the Court of 
Appeal solely on the ground of apparent bias. The basis of the apparent bias was said to be that the DDJ had a private 
conversation in chambers with counsel for the claimant’s counsel. The reason for this was that the DDJ’s daughter 
was at the time undertaking a mini-pupillage with counsel’s chambers. The DDJ offered his thanks to counsel for the 
hospitality shown to his daughter. He also informed counsel of evidential gaps in his client’s case and asked him 
to pass on a message to the defendant’s counsel to the effect that his client’s counterclaim was weak. Claimant’s 
counsel later informed the defendant’s counsel of the conversation. Defendant’s counsel expressed the view that it 
would be preferable that conversations of that type be conducted in the presence of all parties. The DDJ subsequently 
also informed defendant’s counsel of the conversation. Further communication on the subject was then made, the 
upshot of which was that the DDJ decided that in the circumstances of the case it would not be appropriate to recuse 
himself. Held, the approach to bias is well-established: see, Porter v Magill (2001); Secretary of State for the Home 
Department v AF (No.2) (2008); Resolution Chemicals Ltd v H Lundbeck A/S (2013). The appeal was dismissed, with 
the Court of Appeal finding that the test for apparent bias was not satisfied. The court nevertheless criticised the DDJ’s 
conduct and emphasised the following by way of guidance (see paras 23–27):

“[23] … in their handling of cases, judges need to be scrupulous not merely to refrain from conduct which will 
result in their recusal but to avoid creating a situation in which concerns about their impartiality can reasonably 
be raised at all. They need to bear in mind not just the hypothetical fair-minded observer who has ascertained 
all the relevant facts but actual litigants who cannot be blamed for lacking objectivity and who will only know 
the relevant facts if the judge behaves in a transparent way. In this case, the circuit judge, while rejecting the 
complaint of apparent bias, felt bound to record that what the trial judge did was ‘far from ideal’ and ‘should be 
discouraged’. I regret to say that this was, in my view, far too generous an assessment.
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[24] The first mistake which the trial judge made was to request a private conversation with counsel for one of the 
parties in the absence of the other while the case was continuing. It is difficult to think of circumstances in which this 
would be an appropriate thing to do. It risks fostering an impression of favouritism towards one party’s advocate. 
It also encourages suspicion in the other party (even if the suspicion is in fact unfounded) by leaving the other 
party in the dark about exactly what has been or might have been said in the absence of its own representative. 
Certainly, there was no sufficient reason in the present case for the trial judge to solicit a private conversation with 
Mr Varma. To the contrary, in doing so he gave prominence to a connection (through his daughter’s mini-pupillage 
in Mr Varma’s chambers) which had not previously been any cause any concern. For the trial judge to go out of 
his way, during the trial, ‘personally to thank Mr Varma for his hospitality towards [his] daughter’ was capable of 
suggesting that he felt a sense of obligation towards Mr Varma. Although judges can generally be counted on not 
to let their attitude towards a party’s advocate affect their perception of the case which the advocate is arguing on 
behalf of his or her client, they ought to keep a proper distance when they are engaged in a trial.

[25] The second and worse error which the trial judge made was not to confine his private conversation with the 
claimant’s counsel to personal matters but to talk about the case and, more than that, to express views about 
the merits of the parties’ respective cases. It is an important fact that the judge specifically requested that his 
comments should be passed on to B&W’s counsel, and I will return to that fact when addressing the question of 
whether he showed apparent bias. But it ought to be obvious that it is wrong for a judge to express views about 
the merits of the case to one party’s representative in the absence of the other, particularly when no recording is 
being made of what is said. Even where, as here, the comments were intended to be passed on, the other party is 
put at the disadvantage of not having actually heard what was said and being reliant on a second-hand account. 
It was all the more unfortunate that the trial judge in this case expressed opinions on the merits to counsel for Mr 
Lusha in the absence of B&W’s counsel when the main comment that he made was to express an unfavourable 
view of the strength of B&W’s case.

…

[27] … If a judge has concerns which he or she thinks it desirable to express in order to give counsel an opportunity 
to deal with them, then the parties, and not just their lawyers, are entitled to know those concerns. There is no 
space in a trial for communications to take place between the judge and counsel which form part of the decision-
making process but of which the parties themselves are not told.”

R v Sussex Justices ex parte McCarthy [1924] 1 K.B. 256, KBD, Porter v Magill [2001] UKHL 67; [2002] 2 A.C. 
357, HL, Lawal v Northern Spirit Ltd [2003] UKHL 35; [2003] I.C.R. 856, HL, Flaherty v National Greyhound 
Racing Club Ltd [2005] EWCA Civ 1117; [2005] L.L.R. 571, CA, Watts v Watts [2015] EWCA Civ 1297, unrep., 
CA, Secretary of State for the Home Department v AF (No.2) [2008] EWCA Civ 117; [2008] 1 W.L.R. 2528, CA, 
Resolution Chemicals Ltd v H Lundbeck A/S [2013] EWCA Civ 1515; [2014] 1 W.L.R. 1943, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil 
Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at para.1.1.1.)

 ■ Belhaj v Director of Public Prosecutions [2018] EWHC 513 (Admin), 15 March 2018, unrep. (Irwin 
LJ and Green J)

Legal professional privilege—limited waiver

A question arose concerning the provision of material subject to legal professional privilege by the Government to 
the police, the CPS and the DPP. The material was provided on the basis of a limited waiver. It was provided solely 
to assist in an investigation, and the decision-making process whether to prosecute an individual or not. It was 
explicitly stated not to be provided on the basis that privilege was waived for any other purpose, such as related legal 
proceedings, i.e., subsequent judicial review proceedings as here concerning the decision not to prosecute. The court 
noted the ‘core principles’ concerning waiver: (i) that it is not dependent on the subjective intention of the party 
waiving. It is to be determined by an objective analysis of the party asserting the privilege’s conduct; (ii) privilege 
can be waived for a limited purpose; and (iii) a limited waiver does not amount to a waiver for all purposes. The 
specific issue in the present case gave rise to a question on which there was no direct English and Welsh authority. 
It concerned the question whether:

“… the limited waiver given was ineffective, because the processes of [prosecutorial] decision and internal review 
formed a single, composite, whole, along with the subsequent process of judicial review, such that waiver for one 
meant waiver for all.”

In holding that waiver was properly limited and no general waiver was to be inferred, the court applied the approach 
adopted by Lord Reed in Scottish Lion Insurance Co Ltd v Goodrich Corp (2013). In doing so that approach was 
noted as setting what are the outer limits of the doctrine of inferred waiver. That decision established the need to 
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establish an “inevitable or necessary nexus” between the initial process in which the limited waiver arose and the 
later judicial process. As the court put it (see paras 31–33):

“[31] If one applies the logic of the ruling in Scottish Lion to the present facts, in our judgment the distinctions 
are clear. In this case there is no inevitable or necessary nexus between, on the one hand, the advice to the DPP, 
the decision on prosecution and the review, and, on the other hand, a subsequent judicial review of the ultimate 
decision arrived at. These are discrete processes not one composite process.

[32] The existence of judicial review is a generic remedy available to supervise all decisions of the executive. It 
is not in any way particular or special to the procedures which led to the instant decision being challenged. The 
decision in issue (to prosecute or not) is one taken on countless occasions in any given month or year. Challenges 
in the courts to such decisions are rare. The process leading to the decision and the legal challenge are quite 
different and reflect a fundamental separation of function and responsibility. The latter is not a ‘composite’ part of 
the former. The ‘nexus’ between the two is limited.

[33] Moreover, if judicial review and the earlier decision to prosecute were treated as having a sufficiently close 
connection as to lead to an inferred extension of waiver, the consequences would be profound. It would indicate 
that in almost any case where one government department waived privilege to assist another government body, 
then that limited waiver might inferentially be extended to cover subsequent judicial reviews. That would be a 
remarkable consequence, and strongly against the public interest.”

Armia Ltd v Daejan Developments Ltd [1979] SC (HL) 56; 1979 S.L.T. 147, HL, Great Atlantic Insurance Co v Home 
Insurance Co [1981] 1 W.L.R. 529, CA, Goldman v Hesper [1988] 1 W.L.R. 1238, CA, British Coal Corporation v 
Dennis Rye Ltd. (No.2) [1988] 1 W.L.R. 1113, CA, B v Auckland District Law Society [2003] UKPC 38, [2003] UKPC 
38, PC, Scottish Lion Insurance Co Ltd v Goodrich Corp [2013] B.C.C. 127, CoS (IH, Extra Div.) ref’d to. (See Civil 
Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at paras 31.3.5 and following.)

 ■ Woodward v Phoenix Healthcare Distribution Ltd [2018] EWHC 334 (Ch) (16 March 2018)
Service—Litigants’ duty to assist the court in furthering the overriding objective

CPR rr.1.3, 6.15. A breach of contract and misrepresentation claim was issued on 19 June 2017, the day before the 
claim became time-barred. Service had therefore to be effected by 19 October 2017. The claim form was sent to 
the defendant’s solicitors and received by them at the latest by 18 October 2018. The defendant’s solicitors had not 
however been authorised to accept service. On 20 October 2018, the defendant’s solicitors informed the claimant’s 
solicitors they were not authorised to accept service. Applications were made to validate service retrospectively. 
Held, the application was granted. In reaching this decision the Master’s judgment placed significant weight on the 
duty imposed on parties to assist the court in furthering the overriding objective: OOO Abbott v Econowall UK Ltd 
(2016) applied. It was clear from Denton v TH White Ltd (2014) that litigants were not to seek procedural advantage 
from their opponent’s procedural errors: the CPR requires both the court and parties to litigation to give effect to the 
overriding objective. In order to do that parties cannot properly play procedural, tactical games. They are required to 
act consistently with the objective of ensuring that claims are decided justly and at proportionate cost. In effect, the 
Master held that the defendant’s, by seeking to take advantage of the claimant’s solicitor’s procedural error, had not 
acted consistently with the duty to assist the court in ensuring that the case be decided justly and at proportionate 
cost. This decision may well appear surprising in its approach to the duty to assist the court. It does however appear 
to be entirely consistent with the approach articulated in Denton v TH White Ltd (2014) and its emphasis on the 
need for parties to further the overriding objective. Barton v Wright Hassall LLP (2018) considered. Denton v TH 
White Ltd [2014] EWCA Civ 906; [2014] 1 W.L.R. 3926, CA, OOO Abbott v Econowall UK Ltd [2016] EWHC 660 
(IPEC); [2017] F.S.R. 1, IPEC, Higgins v ERC Accountants and Business [2017] EWHC 2190 (Ch), unrep., ChD, Barton 
v Wright Hassall LLP [2018] UKSC 12; [2018] 1 W.L.R. 1119, UKSC, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at 
para.1.3.2 and Vol.2 para.11.5.)

 ■ Brown v AB [2018] EWHC 623 (QB), 21 March 2018, unrep. (Edward Pepperall QC sitting as a deputy 
judge of the High Court)

Amendment—form of skeleton arguments

CPR r.17.3, PD16 para.1.4. An application to amend the defence, amongst other applications, was made in 
proceedings for malicious publication. It was not a late application to amend, and therefore the approach required 
by Swain-Mason v Mills & Reeve (2011) was not applicable (See Civil Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at para.17.3.5 for 
a summary of the principles established under this approach). While not a late application, the approach to take 
to the application to amend was not to presume it should or would be granted. The proper approach to such 
applications was for the court to consider the prejudice to the applicant and to balance that against any prejudice 
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to the defendant and to exercise its discretion according to the overriding objective (which requires, amongst 
other things, effect to be given to the needs of other litigants i.e., prejudice to other litigants). The warning in Civil 
Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at para.17.3.5 concerning a possible, fallacious, misreading of Cobbold v London Borough 
of Greenwich (1999) which would have wrongly suggested that amendments should be permitted as a matter of 
course when there was prejudice to the applicant was well-made. While the defendant was permitted to amend 
her defence, the deputy High Court judge, held that the amended defence was not a proper defence. It bore no 
“resemblance to a professionally prepared statement of case”. It was long (over 55 pages long), impenetrable 
and contained a mixture of pleading, commentary and evidence. There was no reason that the default position 
provided for in PD16 para.1.4 that pleadings should not exceed 25 pages should not have been complied with by 
the defendant; the claimant’s statement of case was only 17 pages in length, nor was the case sufficiently complex 
to justify a lengthy pleading. The defendant was required to file a new defence which was to be no more than 25 
pages long. The deputy High Court judge further specified that it be “printed on A4 paper in not less than 11-point 
font and 1.5-line spacing”. In default of compliance the claimants could enter judgment for damages. McPhilemy v 
Times Newspapers Ltd [1999] 3 All E.R. 775, CA, Cobbold v London Borough of Greenwich (9 August 1999, CA), 
unrep., CA, Swain-Mason v Mills & Reeve [2011] EWCA Civ 14; [2011] 1 W.L.R. 2735, CA, Tchenguiz v Grant 
Thornton UK LLP [2015] EWHC 405 (Comm); [2015] 1 All E.R. (Comm) 961, Comm., ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 
2018 Vol.1 at para. 17.3.5.)

 ■ Riaz v Ashwood Solicitors Ltd [2018] EWHC B5 (Costs), 26 March 2018, unrep. (Master Leonard)
Application for delivery up of documents held by solicitors

Solicitors Act 1974, s.68(1). The court considered an application for delivery up of documents brought by 
the claimant against their former solicitors. The application was brought on the basis that delivery up would 
enable the claimant to seek advice on the question whether to seek a detailed assessment of fees charged by the 
defendant. As the Master noted this type of application is prevalent at the moment; a fact also noted recently in 
Swain v JC & A Ltd [2018] (see Civil Procedure News No.3 of 2018). The claimant pursued the application on a 
number of bases. Held, first, in respect of copy documents which were the defendant’s property delivery up was 
sought on the basis of Solicitors Act 1974, s.68(1). While the application was not actively pursued on this basis 
it was not abandoned either. The Master approached this ground of the application on the basis that the same 
arguments that had been put before the court in Green v SGI Legal LLP [2017] had been advanced (see Civil 
Procedure News No.1 of 2018). The Master rejected them on the same basis as they were rejected in that case. 
Secondly, the application was pursued on the basis that the court could require the defendant to deliver up the 
documents under its inherent jurisdiction over solicitors. In considering this application it was argued that the 
court should take account of the fact that the defendant owed the claimant fiduciary duties. As the Master noted 
these two points were pursued on the premise that the claimant had been overcharged, and hence there had 
been a breach of duty by the defendant in not providing the claimant with the requested documents. The refusal 
to provide the documents being a breach of duty in that it amounted to the defendant putting its interests before 
those of the claimant, its client. Given this, it was argued, the court should exercise its inherent jurisdiction. 
The Master rejected the suggestion that there was evidence of overcharging, and as such the application was to 
be considered on the basis that any exercise of the inherent jurisdiction would in fact be made, if made, on the 
basis that it would enable the claimant to investigate if there was overcharging. It was for the court, as a matter 
of discretion to determine if and when to exercise its inherent jurisdiction: Assaubayev v Michael Wilson and 
Partners Ltd (2014); Symbol Park Lane Ltd v Steggles Palmer (A Firm) (1985) considered. Furthermore, it was a 
“summary jurisdiction, to be exercised only in clear-cut cases” where the conduct of solicitors was in question. 
On the facts of the present case the application on this point was dismissed on three grounds: (i) there was no 
evidence, never mind no clear-cut evidence, of improper conduct by the defendant; (ii) the applicant did not 
demonstrate that the defendant owed a fiduciary duty that required it to supply copies of its own documents to 
the claimant, or that the failure to supply such documents breached any other fiduciary duty; (iii) this application 
was in effect one for pre-application disclosure under CPR r.31.16. It did not satisfy the criteria to justify such an 
order being made, and as such it would not be appropriate for the court to exercise its inherent jurisdiction to 
grant, what in reality, was such an application. In Re Grey [1892] 2 Q.B. 440, CA, John Fox (A Firm) v Bannister 
King & Rigbeys [1988] Q.B. 925, CA, Symbol Park Lane Ltd v Steggles Palmer (A Firm) [1985] 1 W.L.R. 668, CA, 
Assaubayev v Michael Wilson and Partners Ltd [2014] EWCA Civ 1491; [2015] C.P. Rep. 10, CA, Green v SGI 
Legal LLP [2017] EWHC B27 (Costs), unrep., SCCO, Swain v JC & A Ltd [2018] EWHC B3 (Costs), unrep., SCCO, 
ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at para. 67PD.1.)
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 ■ Abdule v The Foreign and Commonwealth Office [2018] EWHC 692 (QB), 28 March 2018, unrep. 
(Master McCloud)

Masters’ jurisdiction—proceedings before the High Court

Senior Courts Act 1981, ss.4, 9(1), 9(4), Justice and Security Act 2013, s.6, CPR r.2.4, Pt 82. A question arose in 
a claim against the defendant, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, over the jurisdiction of a High Court Master 
to hear an application concerning the provision by the defendant of a draft closed defence and an open defence 
in proceedings to which it was anticipated that a hearing under section 6 of the Justice and Security Act 2013 (JSA) 
would be made. The primary issue was whether the defendant should be ordered to produce the two versions of the 
defence prior to the s.6 JSA hearing. A preliminary issue arose however, as to whether the Master had jurisdiction 
to deal with the application. It was noted that the issue was not limited to the question of the Master’s jurisdiction, 
but would also apply, mutatis mutandis, to whether a deputy High Court judge appointed under s.9(4) of the Senior 
Courts Act 1981 or a judge authorised to act as a judge of the High Court under s.9(1) of that Act would have 
jurisdiction to deal with such applications. Held, the application was granted. In reaching that decision, and finding 
that Masters—and by parity of reasoning s.9(1) and 9(4) judges—had jurisdiction to deal with such applications, 
Master McCloud held as follows: (i) the High Court is constituted of a number of judicial office holders viz., puisne 
judges and a number of ex officio judges such as the Lord Chief Justice. It is not constituted of Masters. Hence, 
Masters are not the High Court; (ii) the defendant argued that as Masters are not the High Court, proceedings before 
Masters were not proceedings before the High Court and hence were not proceedings for the purposes of the present 
application under s.6, and particularly s.6(11)(a) JSA; (iii) Masters are not judges of the High Court. They are however 
both judicial officers and judges, and judges who are attached to the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court (as 
Chancery Masters are by parity of reasoning to the Chancery Division); (iv) it is now well-established that Masters 
as judges have a wide jurisdiction over trials and other matters and that their judgments, as judgments of the High 
Court, have parity of treatment with those of puisne (and ex officio) judges of the High Court: on which see for 
instance, Coral Reef Ltd v Silverbond Enterprises Ltd (2016) and Kennedy v The National Trust for Scotland (2017); 
(v) given the foregoing, proceedings before judges attached to the Queen’s Bench Division, which Masters are, are 
proceedings before the High Court. As the Master put it rhetorically—and aptly—“If they were not, then one would 
pose the question ‘before which court are the proceedings, if not the High Court?”: a question, which perhaps makes 
the point that if Parliament had intended to require s.6 JSA applications to be heard before a judge of the High Court 
i.e., a puisne or ex officio judge of the Court it could have specified that requirement explicitly rather than simply 
requiring the application to be heard before the High Court, as for instance it requires individuals arrested under 
the s.9 of the Anti-social behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 to be brought before “a judge of the High Court 
or a judge of the county court, if the injunction was granted by the High Court.” Perhaps that might have been a 
more straightforward way of disposing of the application. In any event, the present decision clarifies the status of 
proceedings before Masters as being proceedings before the High Court. Coral Reef Ltd v Silverbond Enterprises Ltd 
[2016] EWHC 874 (Ch), unrep., ChD, Kennedy v The National Trust for Scotland [2017] EWHC 3368 (QB), unrep., 
QBD ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2018 Vol.1 at para.2.4.1, Vol. 2 para.9B-1408).

Practice Updates
STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS
 ■ THE ALTERATION OF JUDICIAL TITLES (REGISTRAR IN BANKRUPTCY OF THE HIGH COURT) 

ORDER 2018 (SI 2018/130). In force from 26 February 2018.
The 2018 Order effects a change to the title of the judicial office of Registrar in Bankruptcy. As from 26 February 
2018, the title for this office became Insolvency and Companies Court Judge. Deputy Registrars became Deputy 
Insolvency and Companies Court Judges. The Order made consequential amendments to primary and secondary 
legislation to give effect to the change in title.
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In Detail
PROPORTIONALITY—CPR r.44.3(5) IN PRACTICE

Introduction

In his ‘Was it all worth it’ lecture on 5 March, Sir Rupert Jackson raised what, for many, remains the thorny topic 
of proportionality of costs. He referred to the unfulfilled expectation that there would by now have been a cluster 
of ‘test cases’ in the Court of Appeal, affording some guidance. Those cases may still come to pass, but, even if 
they do, it is worth remembering that in the 15th implementation lecture in May 2012 the then Master of the Rolls, 
Lord Neuberger, warned that “Any question relating to proportionality … is … very case-sensitive … The law on 
proportionate costs will have to be developed on a case by case basis”. Sir Rupert, himself, was equally cautious in 
his May 2016 lecture ‘The Future for Civil Litigation and the Fixed Costs Regime’, when rejecting the suggestion that 
there should be a Practice Direction supplementing CPR r.44.3(5), reminding us that “No legislator can foresee all 
the vagaries of litigation”.

It is for the reasons set out above that I have always maintained that any guidance can, at best, only be in general 
terms, and have repeatedly advocated that CPR r.44.3(5) is sufficiently flexible to cover any claim and that its practical 
application should (and, in my experience, does) lead to broadly consistent outcomes.

Does this mean that in similar (or even identical) cases, the outcome will be exactly the same? No, but then the rule 
does not require that. It simply requires that the costs bear a ‘reasonable relationship’ to the five listed factors. They 
can do so without being precisely the same amount from one case to another. 

Having said decisions on proportionality are case specific, inevitably, there is no better way to illustrate the application 
of r.44.3(5) than by taking practical examples. The examples considered below:

• assume that the case has reached the costs management stage;

• have been designed to illustrate four of the five factors at r.44.3(5)—factor (d) conduct of the paying party does 
not arise (because when considering costs at the outset one cannot assume conduct issues and at the costs 
management stage it is so case specific that inclusion in the examples adds nothing usefully informative—
as generally the contribution to proportionate costs is likely to equate to the additional costs caused by the 
conduct). The fact that I identify which factors are engaged does not mean that the absence of the other factors is 
not relevant (e.g. the fact that there may be no issues of complexity does inform the decision);

• are of relatively modest value (as, inevitably, achieving proportionate costs is routinely more challenging the 
lower the value of a claim);

• assume that court fees are proportionate and that there is no entitlement to fee remission;

• include costs and disbursements, but not any VAT. In other words, they mirror the information required in 
Precedent H; and

• adopt my practice of giving a range, picking up on the earlier point that there is not one precise sum. 

They come with a cautionary reminder of the effect of r.44.3(2)(a)—namely that costs may be disproportionate even if 
they are necessary or reasonable (and the relevance of considering the examples at the costs management stage is to 
note that directions may have to be crafted that give effect to this provision so that the proportionate costs are linked 
to a commensurate proportionate amount of work). In other words, proportionality is something more than simply 
costing necessary and reasonable work. 

The approach to determining proportionate costs

Whilst proportionality is case specific, the approach to determine it in any given case is a constant. The assessment of 
proportionality is best undertaken ignoring the traditional costs components of hourly rate and time. I have cautioned 
those setting budgets against looking at Precedent H until the statements of case have been considered and the issues 
understood. I suggest a similar approach for practitioners. Start with a clean sheet of paper, on it list the issues that 
arise in the case and from these identify the relevant r.44.3(5) factors that are engaged. Only then can an informed 
view be taken as to the proportionate overall cost of conducting the claim/defence. Undertaking the exercise in this 
fashion not only enables a view to be taken as to the overall spend that is proportionate, but also assists in the division 
of that sum between phases of work (e.g. if there is a complex causation issue in a personal injury claim, then clearly 
a significant amount of the proportionate costs is likely to be allocated to the expert phase).
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Hourly rates and time have no place in the determination of proportionality.  Undertaking the exercise by applying 
hourly rates to time makes too many assumptions that do not necessarily have any bearing on what is a proportionate 
sum (e.g. as to the amount of work proposed, how long that work will take to complete, the fee earner who is to 
undertake it, where that fee earner is based and what rate that fee earner charges). Adopting a ‘rates multiplied by 
time’ approach puts the cart before the horse. Instead, only once the proportionate overall cost has been identified can 
decisions be made as to how best to manage the spend by informed division of the overall amount between phases 
of work, by identification of the proportionate work to be undertaken in each phase and by choice of appropriate fee 
earner/s and any expert/s and counsel. 

Each of the following examples adopts this ‘clean sheet’ approach to reach a conclusion, even though they are drawn 
from different types of litigation.

The Examples

Example 1 – a contractual dispute where factor (a) is relevant.

Facts – there is a dispute as to whether the sum of £200,000 advanced by the claimant to the defendant was by way 
of loan or by way of gift. It is accepted by the parties that there is no relevant documentation—as the transfer of the 
money is not in dispute and the parties agree that nothing was ever reduced to writing. Both parties have one witness.

The issue – whether or not there was an agreement to repay. 

r.44(3)(5) factor engaged – only (a) the sums in issue in the proceedings is relevant in this case. There is no non-
monetary relief in issue, there is no complexity (this a factual dispute that turns entirely on oral evidence), no issues 
of conduct are raised and there are no wider factors.

Determination – in this case the costs must bear a reasonable relationship to a factual dispute that is not complex, 
where the claim is worth £200,000. In this case there is no reason why the proportionate costs should be different for 
the parties (save for the £11,090 court fees that must be paid by the claimant). I would determine the proportionate 
sum for the claimant to be between £26,090 and £31,090 and for the defendant to be between £15,000 and £20,000.

Example 2 – a predominantly non-monetary claim where factor (b) is relevant

Facts – there is dispute between the parties as to the ownership of a small piece of land, upon which is sited the 
claimant’s septic tank and its soakaways (essentially determination of a claim for adverse possession). Depending upon 
the resolution of this primary issue, are further disputes as to an easement for the placement and use of the septic tank 
and responsibility for its upkeep. In view of the period of occupation required there may be a number of witnesses.

The issues – ownership of the disputed land and, if appropriate, rights relating to the land and responsibility for the 
septic tank.

CPR r.44(3)(5) factors engaged – (b) this is a non-monetary claim and (c) there is some complexity.

Determination – in this case the costs must bear a reasonable relationship to a claim with a clear non-monetary value 
(regardless of whether or not the claimant is able to establish ownership of the land, the real key is the ability to 
maintain the drainage). Any complexity in the disputes will turn upon the findings made on the factual evidence. In 
this case there is no reason why the proportionate costs should be different for the parties (save for about £1,400 court 
fees that must be paid by the claimant). I would determine the proportionate sum for the claimant to be between 
£36,400–£41,400 and to be between £35,000–£40,000 for the defendant. 

Example 3 – a low value clinical negligence claim where factors (a) and (c) are relevant

Facts – the claimant suffered a surgical cut to the intestine (small bowel) whilst undergoing laparoscopic surgery. She 
alleges this was as a result of the defendant’s negligence, which extended to a failure to note the injury caused. She 
was subsequently admitted to intensive care having developed faecal peritonitis. In the longer term she attributes 
subsequent irritable bowel syndrome to the injury. Breach, causation and quantum are all disputed. Expert evidence 
will be required on both breach/causation and condition/prognosis. The claim is valued at ‘not exceeding £50,000’ 
with relatively minimal special damages. 

The defendant’s solicitors have only been involved from issue of proceedings and so have no pre-action costs (whether as 
a discrete item or as incurred costs on any particular phase—whilst the latter may translate to higher budgeted costs than 
the claimant, the former will result in a lower overall figure). The court fees that the claimant will incur overall total £3,590.

The issues – breach, causation and quantum. 

CPR r.44.3(5) factors engaged – (a) the sum in issue does not exceed £50,000 and (c) complexity—there is significant 
complexity, predominantly in respect of breach/causation, but to an extent in terms of condition/prognosis.
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Determination – in this case the costs must bear a reasonable relationship to a claim where the sum in issue does 
not exceed £50,000, but where there are complex disputes over breach/causation and, to a lesser extent, condition/
prognosis. These issues will be addressed by expert evidence, upon which there will be heavy reliance and which 
will be the focus throughout the claim. I would determine the proportionate sum for the claimant to be between 
£56,090 and £63,590 and for the defendant to be between £47,500 and £55,000. 

Example 4 – a personal injury claim where factors (a) and (c) are relevant

Facts – the claimant was injured in a road traffic accident. Breach/negligence has been admitted in response to the 
letter of claim with no allegation of contributory negligence. The claim proceeds as to quantum only. The main injury 
is to the claimant’s spine. The medical notes reveal a history of various spinal problems, but the claimant’s case is 
that those had resolved at the time of the accident and that this is neither a case of exacerbation of those problems, 
nor acceleration of problems that he would have suffered anyway. In addition, the claimant suffered a period of 
depression following the accident. The main elements of the claim are loss of earnings (the claimant was PAYE) and 
familial care. These arise as a consequence of the claimant’s physical injury. The claim is said to have a value of 
around £100,000 and the statement of value is not exceeding that sum.

The defendant raises causation in respect of the physical injury and pursues its own orthopaedic evidence, but does 
not take issue with the medical evidence of the claimant’s psychiatrist. The calculation of loss of earnings is not 
challenged, but causation is disputed. Both causation and the amount charged for care are disputed.

The defendant’s solicitors have only been involved from issue of proceedings and so have no pre-action costs 
(whether as a discrete item or as incurred costs on any particular phase—again, whilst the latter may translate to 
higher budgeted costs than the claimant, the lack of the former will result in a lower overall figure). The court fees 
that the claimant will incur overall total £6,090.

The issues – causation of the physical injury and, accordingly, overall quantum.

CPR r.44(3)(5) factors engaged – (a) sum in issue £100,000 and (c) complexity of causation. 

Determination – in this case the costs must bear a reasonable relationship to a claim where the sum in issue is around 
£100,000 and where there has been an admission of breach of duty/negligence, but where there is a causation 
argument of some complexity (which will be addressed by expert evidence from orthopaedic consultants). I would 
determine the proportionate sum for the claimant to be between £41,090 – £46,090 and for the defendant to be 
between £28,500 and £33,500.  

Example 5 – a professional negligence claim where factors (a), (c) and (e) are relevant

Facts – the claimant pursues a claim against the defendant solicitors on the basis of alleged negligence and breach 
of contract when representing him in the purchase of a property. The property concerned is in a popular holiday 
location. The claimant’s case is that the property is subject to a holiday letting restriction, that he intended to use the 
property for that purpose and made clear that intention to the defendant (but that even if the court does not accept 
this, it should have been foreseeable that buying in such a location, letting the property was always likely), was never 
advised of the restriction, paid more than the property was worth with that restriction and has lost rental income. The 
claim is valued at £150,000 and has a statement of value of not exceeding that sum.

The defendant’s case is that no indication of proposed use was ever given by the claimant (and in any event it was not 
foreseeable that he would have wanted to let the property), that the restriction was highlighted to the claimant orally 
at a meeting and he proceeded with the transaction armed with that information, that the amount paid by the claimant 
reflects the value with that restriction and, in the alternative, if there has been negligence, the claimant should have 
re-sold promptly and purchased another property that he could let, mitigating his ongoing losses and limiting the claim 
value to no more than £20,000. In any event, the defendant disputes the amount of the ‘letting loss’. 

The only relevant witnesses are the claimant and the solicitor dealing with the purchase.

The defendant firm is based in a small community and receives most work by reputation. The claimant is a prominent 
figure in that community.

The defendant’s legal representatives have only become involved on the issue of proceedings and so have no pre-
action costs (whether as a discrete item or as incurred costs on any particular phase—again, whilst the latter may 
translate to higher budgeted costs than the claimant, the lack of the former will result in a lower overall figure).

The issues – these are:

• what advice was given to the claimant;
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• whether the claimant paid more than the value with the restriction on use;

• whether the loss was foreseeable;

• whether the letting loss has been appropriately calculated; and

• whether the claimant has failed to mitigate loss 

CPR r.44.3(5) factors engaged – (a), (c) and (e). The entire sum claimed is in issue, as despite the suggestion that claim 
is only worth £20,000, liability to pay anything is in dispute (a). There is some complexity in valuation of the claim. 
that will require expert evidence—valuers/surveyors and possibly accountants (c). There is a reputational element (e). 

Determination – the sum in issue is £150,000. The valuation complexity is predominantly a matter for expert 
evidence, but will also involve consideration of foreseeability and mitigation. There is some reputational element. I 
would determine the proportionate sum for the claimant to be between £58,690–£66,190 (including court fees of 
£8,690) and for the defendant to be between £45,000–£52,500.

Conclusion

Sir Rupert indicated, when anticipating this article, that ‘”practitioners may find it helpful to see how an experienced 
district judge assesses proportionality in the sort of cases which they handle every day.” Whilst I have given figures 
in the examples taken, it is not upon those that I would wish anyone to focus. As I have made clear, actual figures 
are case specific. Instead, it is the practical process that is important and which, I hope, is helpful. Proportionality 
of costs begins and ends by a determination based upon r.44.3(5). If one approaches it in the way I have adopted, 
the exercise is a transparent one in which issues are identified and those, in turn, inform which of the five factors are 
engaged and which are not. Unlike a process that requires identification of all the work to be done, by whom and at 
what rate, this ‘factor’ driven approach to the determination of proportionality places a focus on the issues. As such 
it leads to an outcome that directly resonates with that required under r.44.3(2)(a), which provides:

“Where the amount of costs is to be assessed on the standard basis, the court will—

(a) only allow costs which are proportionate to the matters in issue [my emphasis]. Costs which are disproportionate 
in amount may be disallowed or reduced even if they were reasonably or necessarily incurred…”

However, the examples do illustrate some clear points that arise in the practical process, dispelling at least one myth 
(that costs can never exceed value) and illustrating that the flexibility of r.44.3(5) enables its application to all types 
of litigation. These points are as follows:

• There will be cases where the proportionate costs exceed the value in issue (an inevitability as r.44.3(5) does not 
stop at (a)). Example 3 has the lowest monetary value, but the 2nd highest proportionate costs. 

• Equally there will be more straightforward cases of a higher value, where the proportionate costs are significantly 
lower than the sum in issue. Example 1 has the highest monetary value example, but the lowest proportionate costs. 

• It is the combination of factors that determines the proportionate costs. 

• Proportionate costs may be higher than the sum that may be recoverable under a particular retainer (I suspect that 
this would be the case for the costs of each defendant in examples 3 and 4). This matters not as the determination 
of proportionate costs is a discrete exercise that enables the recovery of costs to be put in an overall context. 
However, this is one good reason why budget comparison has no role in determining overall proportionality at 
the costs management stage. 

I end by trespassing into fixed fees (and this seems pertinent as I am on record as suggesting that the desire of those 
seeking specific guidance on the outcome of the proportionality determination in any given scenario can only be 
satisfied by a fixed fee regime). After undertaking example 4 above, it occurred to me that this claim would fall 
within Sir Rupert’s proposed extension to the fixed recoverable costs regimes. It may be of interest to note that if the 
proposals applied to this claim, and if damages were £100,000, then, in band 1 (quantum only personal injury) in 
the intermediate track, the fixed recoverable costs would be about £29,650 (assuming a one day trial). If one adds 
to this sum the court fees of £6,090, the likely experts’ fees and medical note release fees, the overall total is of a 
sum remarkably similar to the bottom of the proportionality bracket identified. Perhaps Sir Rupert was wrong to be 
concerned about the lack of Court of Appeal opportunity to comment upon r.44.3(5). Example 4 simply reinforces my 
view that it works to produce consistent outcomes on a straightforward application of its provisions.

Simon Middleton 

Joint Editor of Cook on Costs and contributor to Costs & Funding following  
the Civil Justice Reforms: Questions & Answers
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